Screens

V599 - Ritzscreen®

- Sun shading
- Windproof
- Insect proof
Just zip it!

The V599-Ritz screen is a completely windproof system. The screen zips into and is held firmly by guide rails over its entire length and not simply attached to the outrigger along its width as in most systems.

The main advantage over other systems on the market is that the screen is fixed in place in guide rails over its entire length.

**Versatile and reliable Ritz zipper system**

- Can be used anywhere; is suitable for private, public and commercial use
- Supplied with a built-in motor as standard
- Additional options: remote control, wind or sunlight meter
- Dimensions: maximum width 400 cm and length 350 cm.
  For the XL model, a length of up to 600 cm is possible (max. 18 m²).
- Standard design: Silver anodized, ivory (RAL 9001) and white.

The Ritz system is suitable for private, public and commercial use. It is ideal in situations in which extremely large sizes are needed and the specifications of normal screens do not meet requirements. The Ritz system and the sophisticated construction make it possible to make screens with extremely large sizes.

The advantages:

- **Complete shade:** There are no openings between the guide rails and the screen, which means there is no annoying glare from sunlight.
- **Taut and unwrinkled screen:** due to zipper system
- **Windproof:** The unique zipper system keeps the screen taut so that it remains unaffected by the wind. Complies with European Standard EN13561 (windproof class 3)
- **Insect proof:** The seamless connection between the screen in the guides and the brush on the outrigger gives insects no chance.
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Verano® your comfort is our concern
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